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Modified H-type groups and symmetric-like 
~iemannian spaces *
,4lxtrrrc~t: We give a complete classification of the modified H-type group” which belong to each one of the 
following classes of symmetric-like Riemannian spaces: naturally reductive spaces. Riemannian go, apacc~ 
weakly symmetric spaces, c~~lnrnut~ti\~e spaces and D' Atri spacr~. 
K~lrtn~~rzl.s: Niim~nif~ids. nilpotent Lie groups. H-type groups. naturally reductive spaces. Riemannian g.o. 
qxces. weakly symmetric spaces, commutative spaces, D’Atri qxces. 
MS c~/rr.~.sjfil~clriofz: 22E.30. 53C30. 22E25.33AX. 
1. Introduction 
In the study of the geometry of a 2-step nilpotent Lie group endowed with a left-invariant 
metric (N. (. , .)), the maps {JcjftrEj : b + u defined-by 
(JJ. J) = {LX, Ix, y]) x. )’ E u. u E 3. 
u here 3 denotes the center of the Lie algebra n of N and n = 3-, play a very important role. 
Note that (. . .) denotes the inner product on n determined by the left-invariant Riemannian 
metric. The group (N, (. . .)) is said to be an H-~?,Jx gmq? if .I,: = -(u. a)f for any M E 3. 
The Levi-Civita connection, curvature and Ricci tensor and geodesics. for example. are 
described in terms of the maps { JclJUE3 (see [9]) for any 2-step nilpotent group (N. (. , .)I. Ah 
the isotropy group and the conditions for (N. (. , .) ) to be naturally reductive or a Riemannian 
g.o, space are described in terms of these maps. The expression of the geodesic y of (N ~ (. . .) ) 
t+ ith 1/(O) = e and v’(O) =I n + n (X E u and LI E 3) is given essentially in terms of the 
distinct nonzero eigenvalues of J(f. This expression will be simpler depending on the number 
of‘ distinct eigenvalues of J,f, 
Thus. as a first step towards understanding the geometry of a 2-step nilpotent Lie group 
( .Y, {. . .)) it is natural to consider the case where .J,f has only one eigenvalue for any LI E 3. 
This motivates the study of the following class of metrics on 2-step nilpotent Lie groups, 
obtained by weakening the H-type condition. 
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Definition. A Z-step nilpotent Lie group (N, (. , -)) is said to be a modified H-type group if 
for any nonzero n E 2, J,2 = h(a) I for some h(a) < 0. 
Note that if h(a) = --(a, a) for all n E 3, then (N, (= , -)) is an H-type group, and if for some 
c > 0, h(a) = -~(a, a) for all a E 3, then (N, (. , .)) is an H-type group in the sense of [lo]. 
We shall classify, up to isometry, the modified H-type groups in Section 4, proving that they 
are given by pairs (N, (. > +)s), where (lv, (. , .)) is an H-type group and (, , a)~ is given by 
(x + a, y + b)s = lx, y) + @a, b) Vx,y E 6 a,b ~2, 
where S is a symmetric positive definite transformation on (3, (. , .)). Furthe~ore, (N, {* , -)s) 
is isometric to (N, (. , .)st) if and only if S and S’ are conjugate in 3. On the other hand, the 
isotropy group of the isometry group of (N, (. , .)s) is given by KS = { cp E K : pIaS = S’qla }, 
where K denotes the isotropy group of the isometry group of the H-type group (N, (. , -)). 
Our main goal will be to study, on the modified H-type groups, some special classes of 
symmetric-like Riemannian spaces, i.e., Riemannian spaces which may be regarded as gener- 
alizations of Riemannian (locally) symmetric spaces. 
In Section 5 we give a complete classi~cation of the modified H-type groups which belong 
to each one of five classes of symmetric-like Riemannian spaces (see Theorems 5.1,5.10-5.13 
and the table in the end of this section), thus obtaining new examples of 
- Riemannian g.o. spaces which are not naturally reductive spaces, 
- Riemannian g.o. spaces which are not weakly symmetric, 
- commutative spaces which are not weakly symmetric, 
- D’Atri spaces. 
First, we shall present in Section 3 the basic aspects of these symmet~c-like Riemanni~ spaces, 
giving descriptions for the nilpotents Lie groups (N, (. , .)) which belong to each one of these 
classes and the corresponding classifications for H-type groups. An important observation is 
that if a nilpotent Lie group (N, (. , .)) belongs to one of these classes, except maybe for D’Atri 
spaces, then N is at most 2-step nilpotent. 
Finally, as an application, we describe in Section 6 the 2-step nilpotent groups (N, (. ) .)) 
with dim 3 = 2 which are Riemannian g.o. spaces (Theorem 6.1). We note that the nilpotent Lie 
groups endowed with a left-invariant metric which appear in the classification of Riemannian 
g.o. spaces of dimension < 6 (see 1241) are all modified H-type groups. 
For the remainder of the paper, N will denote a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with 
Lie algebra n. 
2. Preliminaries on H-type groups 
We consider simply connected real nilpotent Lie groups N endowed with a left-invariant 
Riemannian metric, denoted by (N, (. , .)), where (. , .) is the inner product on the Lie algebra 
n of N determined by the metric. 
The full group of isometries of a nilpotent Lie group (N, (- , -)) is given by 
I(N, (. ) .)) = K Lx N (semidirect product), (1) 
where K = Aut(n) f? O(n, (h, -)) is the isotropy subgroup and N acts by left translations 
(see [32]). Thus the structure of I(N, (- , .)) is completely determined by K. Note that, since N 
is simply connected, we make no distinction between automorphisms of N and n. 
The following result follows from the proof of [32, Theorem 31. 
Theorem 2.1. (1321) Ler Nt . N2 be ni~~oteF2t Lie groups. 
(9 (NI. (+, .)I) is isometric: to (Nz, (- , .)2) fund only ifthere exists an isomorphism of Lie 
algebras A : nl --+ n2 such that (Ax, Ay)l = (x, >s)Iforallx. y E nr. 
(ii) !f f : (NI, (. , .)I) - (NT, <. , .)d is an isomrtp with .f (el ) = Q, then f’ is an 
i.~~~~n~~rp~~is~~ 0f’Lie groups. 
Let N be a 2-step nilpotent Lie group and let (. , .) be an inner product on n. Denote by 3 the 
center of n and set n = 3 ‘.Foreacha Edwedefine J,: o ----+ uby 
(J6ix. y) = {a, Ix, yl), x. y E I?. (2) 
Note that J, is skew-symmetric for all a E 2 and f : 2 --+ End(u) is linear. The maps { Jli}+ 
give the relationship between the Lie bracket of n and the metric (. , -) and thus carry a lot of 
geometric information about the Riemannian manifold (N, (. . .) ) (see for example [ 17,9. IO ] ). 
It is easy to prove that the isotropy group is given by 
K = ( (T, 4) E O(a) x O(3) : TJ,,T-’ = J4a. a E 3 }. 13) 
Let P be the Lie algebra of K. Thus e = Der(n) f~ so(n, (. . -)) and 
if = {(A. B) E so(a) x so(a) : AJ,, - J,A = JK([, a E 3). (4) 
If [n, n] # 2. then N 2 Nr x Ii@, where Nr = expfo @ [n. n]) and RBk = exp([n, n]‘- n3) 
(exp : n --+ N is the usual Lie exponential map). In this case, we will say that (N, t. , .) ) has 
ErrcZidran factor. It is easy to prove that (N, (. . -)) has Euclidean factor if and only if there 
exists a nonzero a E 3 such that Jo = 0. 
.4mong the 2-step nilpotent Lie groups the H-type groups are of particular significance. 
They were introduced by A. Kaplan in [ 161. 
Definition 2.2. We say that a ‘t-step nilpotent group (N, (. . .)> is an H-@/X? gr<>‘ll~p if 
J,: = -(a, u)l VaEa. (5) 
In this case we say also that (. , .) is an H-type metric and 2 c 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra will 
be said to be an H-f?:pe algebra if it can be endowed with an H-type metric. 
H-type groups have been studied in geometry, harmonic analysis and spectral geometry, 
providing examples and counterexamples for many questions and conjectures. We next recall 
some general properties of H-type groups, following essentially [4]. 
Let m = dim2 and let Cl(m) denote the Clifford algebra C(3, ---I . I’). When (N, {- . .)) is 
H-type the action J of 3 on n extends to a real representation of Cl(m). So n is a real Cl(nz f- 
module, and every real Clifford module arises in this way ([ 161). In the sequel we say that TV is 
isotypic or irreducible if it is so as a Clifford module. We always consider real Clifford modules. 
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The classification of H-type algebras up to isomorphism is given as follows: 
(i) If m + 3 (mod4), then Cl(m) has a unique irreducible module ua. The general H-type 
algebra with a ~~-dimensional center is then obtained by taking o = (oc)P with p 3 1. 
(ii) If m = 3 (mod4), then Cl(m) has two non-equivalent irreducible modules ui and u2. The 
general H-type algebra with am-dimensional center is obtained by taking u = (ut)J’@(u# 
with p 3 y 2 0, p + q 3 1, and only TV = (ut)J @ (u# and u = (ui)9 CB (u2)P lead to 
isomorphic N-type algebras. 
In both cases n can be endowed with a unique inner product (up to isomet~) for which (5) holds. 
We will give a more detailed description of the isotropy group K when (N, (. , -)) is an 
H-type group following [28]. Let Cl(m)+ be the subalgebra of Cl(m) spanned by the products 
of an even number of generators. It is clear that Cl(m)+ is isomorphic to Cl(m - 1). The linear 
span of the products ab E Cl(m)“, where a, b are generators of Cl(m) and u _L b, is a Lie 
algebra isomo~hic to the ol~hogonal Lie algebra so(m). Exponentiating in Cl(m)~‘, we obtain 
the Lie group Spin(m). 
Lemma 2.3. ([28]) Let (N, (. , s)) be un H-type group. 
(i) Zf a E 2 is a unit vector, the map J, defined in (2) extends to an element in K by setting 
J,b = 2{a, b)a -b VbEd 
(i.e., minus the rejection with respect o the hyperplane a’ in ;i ). 
(ii) The subgroup of K generated by the automorphisms JO in (i) is isomorphic to the group 
Pin(m). 
(iii) Given a, b E 3 with a 1. b, the map &, : n -+ n de~ne~~ by 
I 
J,Jt,x ifx E U, 
&h(X) = 
26 ifx =a, 
-2a ifx = b, 
0 ifx~~andx_i_{a,b), 
is an element of 8, i.e., &,t, is a skew symmetric derivation of (n, (. , -)). 
(iv) The exponentials of the maps &,b generate a Lie subgroup qf Ii isomorphic to Spin(m), 
equals Pin(m) fl Cl(m)+ and it is the connected component ofthe identity in Pin(m). 
(v) An element of K is the identity on 3 if and only if its restriction to tt is an interlining 
o~eratorfor the represe~ztuti~~n of Cl(m) on U. 
(vi) If U is the group of orthogonal intertwining operators for this representation, then U 
and Pin(m) commute, have a$nite intersection and K = Pin(m) + II, unless m EZ l(mod4), 
where K/(Pin(m) . U) has two elements. 
3. Symmetric-like Riemannian spaces and nilpotent Lie groups 
In this section we present various classes of symmetric-like Riemannian spaces (see [5] for 
a more complete survey), that are Riemannian spaces which may be regarded as generalizations 
of Riemannian (locally) symmetric spaces (Definition 3.1, 3.4, 3.7, 3.10 and 3.19). Also, we 
give descriptions for the nilpotent Lie groups (N, (. , .)) which belong to each one of this classes 
and the corresponding classifications for H-type groups. An important observation is that if 
a nilpotent Lie group (N, (. , .)) belongs to one of these classes. except maybe for D’ Atri spaces. 
then N is at most 2-step nilpotent. 
Let M be a connected homogeneous manifold. Further, let G be a Lie group acting transitively 
alld effectively from the left on M as agroup of isometries and denote by K the isotropy subgroup 
31 some point p E M. Let g and a denote the Lie algebras of G and K respectively. Suppose m 
ih II vector space complement o B in g such that Ad(K)m c m (i.e.. p = e @ m is a reductive 
dL,composition). Thus we may identify m with T,, M via the map X - d/d? /o exp t X p. and 
M 0 denote by (. . .) the inner product on m induced by the Riemannian metric of M. 
Definition 3.1, The manifold M is said to be natur.ally reducti~~e if there exists a Lie group G 
a11tl a subspace m with the properties described above and such that 
(IX. Yl,,,. 2) + (Y. 1x. Zl,) = 0 V X. Y. Z E m. (6) 
M here I X. Y I,,, denotes the projection of [X. Y] on m with respect to the decomposition p = 
P ti 111. 
Clearly. any symmetric space is naturally reductive. Nilpotent Lie groups endowed with 
lei‘t-invariant metrics (N. (. , .)) which are naturally reductive have been studied by C. Gordon 
in 1121 (see also 1181 and 1311). 
Theorem 3.2. C( 121) Any mrturally reductive nilpotent Lir group (N. (. , .) ) is ut most 2-.vtcp 
/ll:pc’lcVlt. 
Theorem 3.3. (1121) Lrt (N. (. , .)) b e a 2-step t~ilpntent Lie group ~~~ithout Euclidtw~ ,firctor 
( ii, (. . .)) is m~turu1l.v rducli~V fund only if’ 
(i) J3 := IJlrlc,tS i,s a Lie subalgebra cfso(a, (- . .)). 
iii) s,. E SO(J. (. . .)),fora~~y a E 2. where r,, is given by J, J,, - J,,J,, = JT,,,,,for u/l II. h E 3. 
Wc note that (ii) is equivalent to (J,,. t,,) E e. i.e., is a skew symmetric derivation of tt 
(\ee (4)). 
Natural reductivity is still a special case of the following more general property. 
Definition 3.4. A connected Riemannian manifold M is said to be a Riemanninn g.o. .spw i 1’ 
e\‘ery geodesic in M is the orbit of a one-parameter subgroup of the group of isometries of M. 
It is easy to see that any such space is homogeneous. Geometrically (6) means that the curve 
y ( t) = exp rX . p is a geodesic, this implies that any naturally reductive space is a Riemannian 
12.1). space. Some H-type groups provide examples of g.o. spaces that are not naturally reductive 
(\ce Theorem .3.23 and 3.22). 
The notion of Riemannian g.o. space in the class of nilpotent Lie groups (N, (. . .)I was 
studied in [ 141 also by C. Gordon, obtaining the analogous result to Theorem 3.2 and a nice 
characterization for 2-step groups. 
Theorem 3.5. (I 141) A Riemannian go. space (N. (. . .) ) is at most 2-step nilpotrnt. 
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Theorem 3.6. ([ 141) A 2-step nilpotent Lie group (N, (. , .)) is a Riemannian go. space ifand 
only iffor any x + a E n with x E tl and a E 3, there exists A E e such that Ax = J,x and 
Aa = 0. 
In 1956 A. Selberg introduced weakly symmetric spaces as generalizations of symmetric 
spaces in the framework of his development of the trace formula ([30]). 
Definition 3.7. A weakly symmetric space is a connected Riemannian manifold on which any 
two points can be interchanged by an isometry. 
This is not the original definition given by Selberg but is equivalent o it (see [6]). 
Theorem 3.8. ([3]) Any weakly symmetric space is a Riemannian g.o. space. 
The converse is false, the 3 l-dimensional H-type group with a 7-dimensional center and D 
isotypic provides a counterexample (see Theorem 3.24). In Section 5 we will give new examples 
of Riemannian g.o. spaces which are not weakly symmetric in the class of modified H-type 
groups (in dimensions 7, 11, 15, . . . ). 
Also, some H-type groups provide examples of weakly symmetric spaces that are not natu- 
rally reductive, but there are no known examples of non-weakly symmetric naturally reductive 
spaces. 
The nilpotent Lie groups (N, (. , .)) that are weakly symmetric are characterized in the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. ([26]) A nilpotent Lie group (N, (. , .)) is weakly symmetric if and only if 
for any x E n there exists T E K such that TX = -x, where K is the isotropy group of the 
isometry group of (N, (. , .)). 
I.M. Gelfand has proved in [ 1 l] (see also [ 15, p. 2931) that in any symmetric space G/K 
(with (G, K) a symmetric pair) the G-invariant differential operators commute. This property 
motivates the following definition. 
Definition 3.10. A commutative space is a connected Riemannian homogeneous space M 
whose algebra of all invariant (with respect to the connected component Ia of the full 
isometry group I(M)) differential operators is commutative. 
We note that the commutativity is defined sometimes with respect to the full isometry group 
I(M). Clearly, if the Ia(invariant differential operators commute, then also do the I(M)- 
invariant ones, but it is unknown if the converse is true. However, in the class of 2-step nilpotent 
Lie groups (N, (. , .)) both notions coincide (see [2]). 
Theorem 3.11. ([30]) Any weakly symmetric space M is a commutative space (with respect 
to I(M)). 
In [30] Selberg remarks that he does not know whether the converse holds. Some recent 
sources where this problem is stated are, [5, Sect. 2.41, [6, Sect. 21, [21, Sect. 51, [4] and [26]. 
In Section 4 we will give counterexamples to the converse of Theorem 3.11 (enlarging the class 
appearing in [26]) in the class of modified H-type groups (see Corollary 5.7). No examples 01‘ 
commutative spaces which are not g.o. spaces are known. 
The commutativity in nilpotent Lie groups (N. (. . .)) has been studied by C. Benson, J. Jcnk-- 
ins and G. Ratcliff in [I ] and [2] (see also [ 191 and (271). The following theorem is the analogon 
to C. Gordon’s results about naturally reductive and Riemannian go. spaces. 
Now we give another characterization of nilpotent groups which are commutative spaces. 
For ;I proof see 1261 or [ IS. Exercise B 13, p. 48S]. 
We introduce the notation of [2]. Let N be a ?-step nilpotent Lie group and let K be a compact 
subgroup of Aut(N). We say that (K. N) is a Gr@tzcl pit- if the convolution algebra Lk. ( IV I 
i\ oommutativc. 
Note that. by Proposition 3. I3 andTheorem 3.14. (N. (. , ,)) is a commutative space prcciselj, 
when (K. N) is a Gelfand pair with K the isotropy group of (N. (. . ‘) ). 
Wc now introduce an idea called locdi;rltiot7, which reduces the study of Gelfand pairs 
( K, h’) to the case when N is a Heisenberg group. 
We lix a K-invariant inner product (. , .) on n. For each nonzero II E 3. consider the algebra 
11, / = t?,, ~3 II&r. where n,, = {s E D : [.v, o] L 0)’ = (Ker ./,,I-. with defining Lie brackel 
[ \ . j‘ If, = (I-u. ~1. U)CI for all .Y. y E D,,. It is clear that the group N,, = exp n,, is isomorphic to 
the Heisenberg group, except in the case J,, =: 0 (i.e., n,, = 0). where N,, 2 R. We have that 
IY (, :T Aut(N,,). where K,, = (k E K : ktr = tr}. 
The Ihllowing characterization of Gelfand pairs is purely algebraic. i.e.. it does not involve 
ncithcr differential operators nor integrable functions. 
It is not difficult to check that the last condition is equivalent to the more symmetrical 
condition (K .t-)( K J‘) = (K . y)(K .t-). 
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Now, using the above results, we give a sufficient condition for (K, N) to be a Gelfand pair 
that will be very useful in Section 5. 
Proposition 3.17. Let N be a 2-step nilpotent Lie group and let K be a compact subgroup of 
Aut(N). Fix a K-invariant inner product (. , .) on n. Suppose thatfor eachjixed nonzero a E 3 
there exists an orthogonal decomposition t), = tll 63 . . . 63 D,(,) and subgroups UI , . . . , Urcul 
of K, such that U; acts transitively on the sphere of U; and trivially on uf. Then (K, N) is a 
Gelfand pair 
Proof. Let a be a fixed nonzero element in 2. We use the exponential map to parametrize the 
elements of the Lie group N, = exp n, by pairs (x, ta) E 0, @ &?a. The product on N, is then 
given by 
(x, ta>(y, sa> = (x + y, (t + s>a +i[x, ~1,). (7) 
We shall prove that (1/t . . . UrCuJ, N,) is a Gelfand pair, thus (K,, N,) will be a Gelfand pair 
and the proof of the proposition will follow from Theorem 3.15. 
By Theorem 3.16 and (7), we have that (Ut . . . U,.c,,, N,) is a Gelfand pair if and only if for 
any x, y E n, there exist T, T’ E UI . . . U,+,) such that 
x fy = T’y + TX, 
[x, ~1, = W’Y, TX],. 
Let x, y E U, and suppose that x = XI + . . . + x~(~) and y = yt + . . . + y,+) with xi, y; E tli. 
We take the orthogonal transformation Si of RX; + Iwyi such that Si (xi + yi) = x; + yi and 
det Si = -1. Thus 
ISiXil = IXiI, IsiYil = Iyil, 
Xi + yi = Siyi + SiXi, (9) 
[Xi, Yila = [SiYi, SiXi],. 
Since Ui acts transitively on the sphere Ui there exist 7;:) q’ E Ui such that 6x; = Sixi. q’yi = 
Siyi. NOW, using (9), it is easy to prove that the elements T = Tl . . . T,(,) and T’ = T,' . . T,c,j 
satisfy (8). This concludes the proof of the proposition. 0 
We now give, using Proposition 3.17, an alternative proof of the commutativity of some 
H-type groups (compare [ 191 and [27]). 
Corollary 3.18. The H-type groups (N, (. , .)) with dim3 = 1, 2, 3 and arbitrary D and those 
with dim3 = 5, 6, 7 and dim u = 8 are commutative spaces. 
Proof. We use in all cases Proposition 3.17, hence we only give in each case the decomposition 
u, = ut @ . . . @ tl,(,) and the subgroups UI , . . . , UrCaI of K,, with the properties stated in the 
proposition. Note that in any H-type algebra, u, = u for all nonzero a E 2. Let U denote 
the subgroup of K that acts trivially on 2, thus U c K, for any a E 2. 
dim 3 = 1,2: It is proved in [28] that U acts transitively on n. thus we can take o = D 1 and 
U, = Ii for any u E 2. 
dim3 = 3: If o = tll @ t.~ is the decomposition in non-equivalent CI(3)-modules then 
U x Sp(i dim 0,) x Sp(i dimb2) and each Sp(i dime;) acts trivially on bf (see [ZS]). We 
can take then I/; = Sp(i dim 13,) for any LE E 3. 
dim3 = 5. 6, 7. dimo = 8: Let a be a nonzero element in 3 and let (u/lul. ~2. . . u,,~} be 
an orthonormal basis of (3, (. . .)) with m = dim3. If A is the subalgebra of Cl(7) generated by 
(a,tri : 2 < i. j < 5} then A 2 C1(4)+, thus D = ~1 @ tlz where t); are non-equivalent simple 
A-modules (see [29], Proposition 1 for p = 2). Let K c A be the connected Lie subgroup of 
Spin(7) whose Lie algebra is spanned by the products (a,~; : 2 < i. j < 5). Then K acts bq 
orthogonal automorphisms on n (see Lemma 2.3). Since A 2 U(4)+ 2 Cl(3) 2 ;HI @ .FE. WC 
have K 2 Spin(4) 2 Sp(1) x Sp( 1). Hence on each o, one of the two copies of Sp( I ) must 
act trivially. Since the action of Cl(4) on D is faithful, one copy of Sp( 1) must act trivially on 
01 and the other one on I):. We can take then the subgroups I/I. 17~ c ?? isomorphic to the two 
copies of Sp( 1). n 
The following class of manifolds was introduced by J. D’ Atri and H. Nickerson in [ 8 1. 
Definition 3.19. A Riemannian manifold is said to be a D’Atr-i ,spuw if the local geodesic 
symmetries are volume preserving (up to a sign). 
For a complete survey on D’Atri spaces see [21]. Since symmetric spaces are characterized 
as Riemannian manifolds whose geodesics symmetries are globally defined isometries. it is 
clear that such spaces are D’Atri spaces. 
Ml symmetric-like Riemannian spaces considered in this section are D’Atri spaces and the 
class of H-type groups provides a framework to show that none of these classes characterize 
D’.i\tri spaces (see Theorem 3.22-3.26). 
Theorem 3.20. ([ 23 1) Any Riemunniun g.o. spuce, and in purticulur un~ nutumll~ wduc~ti\~r 
unrl LIII\’ bcrnkly .symmetric space, is u D’Atri spar. 
Theorem 3.21. (1221) Any commutative space is u D’Atri spuc’e. 
In the following theorems we present the known classifications of H-type groups which 
belong to one of the tive classes of symmetric-like Riemannian manifolds discussed in this 
section. 
Theorem 3.22. (I 1 X]) An H-type group is a nuturully reductive spuc~ fund only tfdim 3 = I . 3 
(t.3 isotopic). 
Theorem 3.23. ([29]) An H-type group is a Rirmurmiun g.o. space (f cud only if 
dim3 = 1. 2. 3. 
dim3 = 5 und dim0 = 8, 
dim 3 = 6 und dim b = 8. 
dim 3 = 7. dim u = 8. 16, 24. and u isotypic. 
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Theorem 3.24. ([4]) An H-type group is weakly symmetric if and only if is a Riemannian go. 
space except for the case dim 2 = 7, dim n = 24 and D isotypic. 
Theorem 3.25. ([27]) An H-t.ype group is a commutative space if and only if is weakly sym- 
metric. 
Theorem 3.26. ([IS]) Any H-type group is a D’Atri space. 
4. Modified H-type groups 
We are now led to study the following class of metrics on 2-step nilpotent Lie groups, 
obtained by weakening the H-type condition. This is the aim of this section. 
Definition 4.1. A 2-step nilpotent Lie group (N. (. , .)) is said to be a modified H-type group 
if for any nonzero a E 3 
JCf = h(a)f for some h(a) -C 0. (10) 
Example. Let (N, (. , .)> be an H-type group. We take S a symmetric positive definite trans- 
formation on (2, (. , .)). If (. , .)s d enotes the inner product defined by (x + a, y + b)s = 
(x, y) + (Sa, b) for all x, y E n, a, b E 2 and J,, J(f are as in (2) for (. , .) and (. , .)s respec- 
tively, it is easy to see that 
J,’ = Jsa VaEa. 
Thus (N, (. , .).y) satisfies (10) with h(a) = -(Sa, Sa) for all a E 2. 
The following theorem shows that the above examples exhaust all the possibilities for mod- 
ified H-type groups. 
Theorem 4.2. (i) If (N, (. , .)) is a modified H-type group, then there exists an H-type metric 
(. , .) on n and a symmetric positive dejnite transformation S on (2, (. , .)) such that 
(n + a, .v + 6) = (x, y) + (Sa. b) 
for all x. y E D. a. b E 2 (we denote this inner product by (. , .)s). 
Let (N, (. , .)) be an H-type group. 
(ii) If So and S1 are symmetricpositive definite transformations on (2. (. , .)) then (N, (. . .)s,,) 
is isometric to (N, (. , .)s,) if and only if there exists g5 E O(a, (. , .)) such that SI = $S&‘. 
(iii) If S is a symmetric positive definite transformation on (a. (. . .)) then the isotropy group 
Ks of(N, (. . .)s) is 
where K is the isotropy group of (N, (. , .)). 
Proof. (i) Denote by _I,; the transfo~nations defined in (2) for (. , . ) and suppose that ( J,: 1’ = 
h(tr )/ for all u E 3. For any pair a, b in the center we have 
h(a -t b)I = (J;;+b)2 = (J,: + J;)’ = k(u)l + h(h)! + J,;J/: + J;J,“. 
hence .J(F JL + J$ J,f is a multiple of the identity and this implies that 
f,; J,: + J,:JiT = -2(n, b), I. tll, 
where (. . ,) 1 is a symmetric bilinear form. Moreover. it follows from ( IO) that (. , .I I is an inner 
product on 3. 
We take S the symmetric positive definite ~lns~ormation WI (3. (. . -)) such that iit, IT), = 
(&i. h) for any a, h E 3. We put (. . ,) = (. . .),s t and let J,, be the transforl~ati(~ns detined 
in I?) for (. , .). It is easy to see that .I,, = J,” ,(, for all N E 3. 
Using ( I 1) we have 
J‘f = (.q It,? = -(S-57, SPcr),Z = -(n. S--‘fl)z = -{r<. cr)f \d ii E 3. 
thui (. . *) is an H-type metric on n and clearly (+. .) = (, . .).r_. 
(ii) Suppose that (N. (. , +)s(,) and (N, (. , .).y, ) are isometric. By Theorem 2.1(i) there exists 
an :tutomorphism A of n such that 
{Ax. Ay)s, = {.r. ?.).y:! ‘d x, y E n. (12) 
Sirlce A is an automorphism of n, A leaves 3 invariant, and hence leaves n invariant by ( I?‘). 
Thus A = (T, QJ) with T : t? ---+ D and # : j --+ 3, If J,I’ and J,: are as in (2) for (. . .),y,, and 
(. . .),y, respectively. it is easy to see that 
T.J,I’T--’ = J& VCZE3. 
Since ,I,‘,’ = .I.(;,,N and J,+! = f,~,Li, where the .I,, denote the corresponding transfornl~lti~~tl~ thr 
(. .}. we have that 
T .I.~,,,, T - ’ = Js, ,j<i VaE3. 
Taking squares weobtain (&cl, Sc;a) = (Sl#n, Sl#u) for all ~1 E 3, and then .S$ = Qt’.Sf@,. Now. 
it r‘ollows from (12) that So = @SIC$, thus ~SOC$-’ := St. It follows that # E O(3, (. . .j) since 
SC, = ~-‘s,+&s,C#K 
Conversely, if SO and 5’1 are conjugate by an element in O(3). then there exists 4 E SO(3) 
such that &SC,@--’ = SI. We know that # extends to an isometry CD of (N, (. . .)) (see [ 281). thus 
@ is an ~~utomo~hism of n and it follows from $S&’ = St that j@.~, @‘y),~, = {_i--. x),$,, for 
all .t-. J E n. By Theorem 2.1(i) we have that (N, (. . .jbyi,) and (N. (. . .)r,) are isometric. 
(iii) The assertion follows from the proof of (ii) putting So = SI = S. applying (3) and 
Theorem 2. I (ii). 0 
Thus the modified H-type groups do not involve new Lie algebras other than the N-type 
algebras. Furthermore. the lnodified H-type groups are nothing but pairs (N, (- . .is) where 
(1’4. (- . .)) is an H-type group and S a symmetric positive definite transformation on (3. (. . .) ). 
Geometrically, however, these Riemannian manifolds have quite different properties. 
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The property KS c K is very interesting, since it says that if the modified H-type group 
(N, (. , .)s) is a weakly symmetric or a commutative space then the corresponding H-type 
group must be too. This fact will be very useful in Section 5, where we classify the modified 
H-type groups which belong to these classes. 
Note that if all eigenvalues of S have multiplicity 1 then the isotropy KS reduces essentially 
to the group U of orthogonal intertwining operators (see Lemma 2.3). 
We describe next the geodesics in a modified H-type group, obtaining very similar formulas 
to those in the H-type case (see [ 171 or [ 181). These formulas follow from [9], where geodesics 
in any 2-step nilpotent Lie group with a left-invariant metric are calculated. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (N. (. , .)s) b e a modijed H-type group. Let v(t) be the geodesic with 
~(0) = e and y’(O) = xg + ao, where XII E D and a0 E 3 - (0). Z’v(t) = exp (x(t) + a(t)) 








a(t) = tao + ~ 
21Sa012 t - Isa01 
~ sin (tISaol) Sao, 
> 
where JsLIo and I . I correspond to the H-type metric (, , .). Zf a0 = 0, then x(t) = txg and 
a(t) = 0. 
Proof. We denote by J the transformation Ju”, = Jsun, whos e eigenvalues are {i I Sao I, -i I Sao ) }. 
By Proposition (3.5) in [9] we obtain 
x(t) = (efJ - I)JP’xo, 
a(t) = tao + ti[J-‘x0, x0] + $[efJJ-‘xo, J-‘x0]. 
Now, using that J” = - 1 Sao 1 *I, it is easy to see that e’ J = cos(t~Sn~~)Z+(Sa&’ sin(tISaoI)J 
and J-’ = -ISaol-*J, hence 
x(t) = (efJ - UJ-‘xo = ,Saol2 
1 
-!-Cl - ~0s (tISaoI))Jsuoxo + lsaol sin (t ISaoI)xo. 
For a(t) we use that [x0, Jxo] = Ixo~*Sao, thus 
flXo12 
a(t) = tag + ______ 
21Sa012 
Sao - lxo12 7 sin (tlSaol)Sa~j. 
2lSm- 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Remark 4.4. Every geodesic y with y (0) = e lives in a subgroup isomorphic to H3 x R, where 
H3 is the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group. If Sao E IRao then the corresponding geodesic lives 
in a totally geodesic subgroup H3, but if Sao 9 Rae the subgroup H3 x IR is not totally geodesic. 
5. Classificati5ns 
In this section we classify the modified H-type groups presented in Section 4 which beloq 
to each one of the five classes of symmetric-like spaces described in Section 3 (Theorem 5. I. 
5.10. Corollary 5.11, S. 12 and Theorem 5.13). We note that any modified H-type group is of 
the form (N. (. . .),y), where (N. (. . .)) is an H-type group, S a symmetric positive definite 
transformation on (3, (. . .)) and (s + a, J + h).~ =: (x, J) + (Sn. h) for all x. J E u. (I. h E .i 
(<ee Theorem 4.2). 
Modified H-type groups do not provide new examples of naturally reductive spaces. 
Proof. The modified H-type groups (N. (. . .)s) with S = E+I are conformally equivalent to 
I ,V. (, . .)) (see Remark S.3). Hence, if dim3 = 1, 3 (n isotypic), then (N. (. . .)j.,) is naturall:! 
reductive by Theorem 3.22. 
Conversely. let (N, (. , .),y) be a modified H-type group which is naturally reductive. First. 
we prove that the corresponding H-type group (N. (. , *)) must be naturally reductive too. It 
l‘c~llows from Theorem 3.3(ii) that Jf = JJ is a subalgebra ofsoto, (. . .).‘;) = so(n. (. , .) 1. 
t!sing theexpression fortheRicci tensorofthe H-typegroup (N. (- , .)I (I 17l)andofa 2-step 
ll?lpotent Lie group in general ([9]) we have 
dimn(r,,h. !P) = -trJ,<,,,Jj, = -tr[fr,, J,,]Ji, = 0 v n. h E 3. 
;u-id this implies that r,, F so(3. (. , .)) for any a E 3. Thus (N. (. . .)) is naturally reductive by 
Theorem 3.3. Now, Theorem 3.22 implies dim3 = 1, 3. 11’ dim3 = 1 it is clear that S T= i,./. 
We consider the case dim 3 = 3. Since (N. (. . .).5) is naturally reductive we have 
J,; J,;' - J,;' J,;' = Jrs\,> Vfl,hEj* 
/I 
with T;;’ E so(3. (. . .}.y) for any a E 3. Using Jtf = Js,, we obtain 
. I T,,,sI, = .Is,,.Ig, - J,g, Js,, = J<;J; - J;; J,;’ = J,?l, = JSrh ., v il. fi f 3. a/ 
11~s T(: = .F’ T.Q,.S f’or any n E 3. If we take transpose with respect to (. , .) we obtain 
-Ts,, = -St;;S-’ = (r<;>t = -src,s--’ n E 3. 
L~IUS t(,S = ST,, for any cl E 3. But it is easy to prove that {z,,),,~~ acts irreducibly on 3, thus 
.s=;t/. 0 
We now consider the notion of weakly symmetric space. In the following propositions we 
(rive only some positive and negative cases, the complete classification will be available after the 
Flassifcation of modified H-type groups which are Rienlannial~ g.o. spaces in Theorem 5. Ii1 
f see Corollary 5.1 1). 
Notation 5.2. Let f N. {% , s)) be an H-type group. If .S is a positive definite symmetric transfor- 
mation on 13. 1. . .) ). let 3 = 3 1 @. . . ~33,. be the orthogonal decomposition of3 into eigenspaces 
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ofS.Ifdim3i =m;foralli = l...., r, we will say that the corresponding modified H-type 
group (N, (. , .)s) is of class j = ml + + m,. 
Remark 5.3. Two Riemannian metrics g and g’ on a manifold M are said to be cnrzfor- 
maZ1y equivalent if there exist h E C?(M) and a E Diff(M) such that g’ = ek(a*g). Thus, 
two left-invariant metrics g and g’ on a nilpotent Lie group N are conformally equivalent 
if and only if there exists h > 0 such that (N, g) is isometric to (N, kg’), since both met- 
rics have the same transitive group of isometries N acting by left-translations. A modified 
H-type group (N. (. , .).y) of class 3 = ml is conformally equivalent to the corresponding H- 
type group (N, (. , .)). This follows since if S = h’l let S = h-2A’A where A is the element in 
Aut(n) such that Al, = hl, Al, = h2Z. Then S is a symmetric positive definite transformation 
on (n, (. , .)) such that S]” = I, S], = S. If f E Aut(N) and (d,f), = A then it is easy to see 
that f is an isometry between (N, h2(. , .)s) and (N, (. , .)), hence the manifolds (N. (. , .)s) 
and (N, (. , .)) are conformally equivalent. 
Proposition 5.4. The following classes of modijed H -Qpe groups are weakly symmetric: 
(i)j= l+lund3= 1+2withurbitrury~, 
(ii) 3 = 1 + 5,3 = 1 + 6 and 3 = 2 + 5 with dim u = 8 in all cases. 
Proof. We will make use of Proposition 3.9. Fixed xg E n, a() E 3, we must find T E KS 
such that Txo = --x0, Tao = -a0 (see Theorem 4.2(iii), for the determination of Ks). We use 
also some preliminaries on H-type groups viewed in Section 2. We also denote by {J,, jclE3 the 
extensions of the maps defined in (2) with respect to (. , .) (see Lemma 2.3(i)). 
3 = 1 + 1: Let {ai, ~2) be an orthonormal basis of 3 with respect to the H-type metric (. , .). 
It is clear that J,, JUz13 = -I, thus J,, JNz E KS and J,, J,,uo = --a~. Since CJ = Sp(i dimn) 
(see [28]) acts transitively on the sphere of D, there exists R E LJ such that RJ,, Jtrzxg = -x0. 
We take then T = R J,, J,, 
3 = 1 + 2: Suppose that aa = ai + u2 with a; E ji - (0) (see Notation 5.2). Since both 
Ia, I-‘Jo,, IQ-’ Jo?, commute with S, we have that ]ut I-‘J,, lu2/-‘J,, E KS. Furthermore, 
Ia, I-‘J,, luzl-’ Juzao = --a~, because ]a; I-’ JUJuj = fu,; depending on i = j or i # j (if 
ai = 0 or u2 = 0 we take ]a*]-’ JN? or (ai ]-‘J,, respectively). If II = ni @ nz is the decom- 
position of b into non-equivalent modules, then ]a, I-‘J,, IQ-’ JUz preserves the subspaces u;. 
This implies that there exists R E U = Sp($ dim ut ) x Sp( $ dim n2) (see [28]) such that 
Rlull-‘J,, lull-* J02xo = -.x0. We take then T = Rlu~l~’ J,, lull-’ J,Iz. 
3 = 1 + 5, dim n = 8: Analogously to the case 3 = 1 + 2, we have ]a, I-‘J,,, lu21-’ JLL, E Ks 
and ]a, 1-I J,, lu21P’ J,,uo = -ug. We must analyze the stabilizer of a() in KS, stabKI (a~) = 
stabh-,(]al, 4). 
Let {lul I-‘al, lu2l-la2, ~3, . . . , 4) be an orthonormal basis of (3, (. , .)). If A is the subal- 
gebra of Cl(6) generated by (UiU, : 3 < i, j < 6}, then A 2 C1(4)+, hence D = ni @ n2 where 
u; are non-equivalent simple A-modules (see 129, Proposition I] for p = 2). This says that if 
K c A is the connected Lie subgroup of Spin(6) whose Lie algebra is spanned by the products 
(uia,j : 3 6 i, j < 6}, then ?? 2 Spin(4) z Sp(1) x Sp(1) where the two copies of Sp(1) act 
independently on n I and ~2. 
Since ]a, ]-‘Jcl, ]a~]-‘J,, commute with the action of A and ni, u2 are non-equivalent we 
have that ]a, ]-‘J,, la~l-’ Jil, must preserve the subspaces n; and this implies that there exists 
(71, r~) E Sp(1) x Sp(l) 2 K c KS such that (7’1. Tz)]ai 1-I J,,, /a21-’ JNzx,~ = -xl). We thus 
can take T = (TI, T2)Ialjp’ J,,, lq-’ Jo?. 
3 = 1 + 6, dim b = 8: The proof in this case is analogous to the above, but uses that 
stabK, ({LII. ~2)) 2 Spin(S) z Sp(2), which acts transitively on the sphere of U. 
3 = 2 + 5, dim n = 8: Idem to the case 3 = I + 5, dim n = 8. C 
Proposition 5.5. The,f~dlowing classes of modijificd H-type groups ore not \~~eakl~ symrnrtric~: 
(i) 3 = 1 + 1 + 1 M’ith arbitrary b, 
(ii) 3 = I + 1 + 5 rc-ith dim a = 8. 
Proof. (i) Since the H-type group (N, (. . .)) with dim3 = 3 is the quaternionic analogon 
to the Heisenberg group, it is easy to check that J,,, Jci, J,,; IL,, = I and J(,, J,,2 Jo, l1,1 = -I (01 
we versa). where n = nl g, ~2 is a decomposition of n into non-equivalent modules and 
((I 1. ~1:. CIZ] is an orthonormal basis of 3. Suppose that {al. a?. NT} are eigenvectors of S and 
put LII) = (11 t- uz + ~3. If T E K.7 satisfy Tao == --a~. then T I3 = -I. This implies that 
7’.1,,, J ,zJ,,;T--’ = -J,,, J,,, J,,, (see 3). If n is isotypic (i.e., 112 = 0). this is a contradiction. 
and if 01, ~2 7; 0 then TDI = t12 and T~JZ = 01. Thus for xa E ~1. there is no T E ti,< such 
thit Tall = --(I() and Tx(j = -xg. By Proposition 3.9 we have that (N. (. . .)s) is not weakly 
svmmetric. 
(ii) Suppose that (N, (. . .),y) is weakly symmetric. We fix (ii E 33 - (0) and define II = 
n G? 3, & 32 @ IRaj (see Notation 5.2). If p : n -+ I? is the orthogonal projection then n is 
an H-type algebra with Lie bracket p o [. , .I, where [. , .] is the Lie bracket on n. It is easy to 
st’e that if T E KLy then TIC E K.y, where Ks denotes the isotropy group of the corresponding 
nrcjditied H-type group (N. (. , .).ylnxE). This implies that (m, (. . .),yinxn) is weakly symmetric. 
but this is a contradiction because this group is of class 3 = 1 + I + 1, considered in part (i). 
We now consider the commutativity in the class of modified H-type groups. We will give 
only some positive cases, the complete classification is given in Corollary 5.12. 
Proposition 5.6. The,@lowing classes of motl$ied H-type groups Nrc commut~ui~~r .s I~Y.Y: 
(i) 3 = 1 + 1 + 1 with arbitrary D, 
(ii) 3 = 1 + 1 + 5 with dim n = 8. 
Proof. We use in both cases Proposition 3.17, as in the proof of Corollary 3.18. 
(i) If I/ denotes the subgroup of K that acts trivially on 3. it is proved in 1281 that I/’ 2r 
Sp(i dim ni) x Sp(i dim ~2). where n = ni 9 IJ~ is the decomposition into non-equivalent 
modules and each Sp( i dim ni) acts trivially on t$, Clearly U c (KS ),, for any nonzero II E : 
(\ce Theorem 4.2(iii)). Since Sp(i dim 0;) acts transitively on the sphere of n;, Proposition 3. I5 
implies that (N, (. . .).s) is a commutative space. 
(ii) Let II be a nonzero element in 3. Suppose that cl = al + ~2 + a? with N, E 3, ~ (O] 
(see Notation 5.2) and let (]a, ]-‘ui, la21-~‘u2, Iu~I~‘LI~, ad, . . . m} be an orthonormal basis of 
(s. (. . .:, ) (if a, = 0 we take any nonzero element in 3;). If A is the subalgebra of CK7) generated 
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by {aiaj : 4 6 i, j < 7) then A 2 C1(4)+, thus u = t11 @ n2 where Di are non-equivalent 
simple A-modules (see [29, Proposition l] for p = 2). Now, if K c A is the connected 
subgroup of Spin(7) whose Lie algebra is spanned by the products {aiaj : 4 < i, j < 71, 
then ?? 2 Spin(4) 2: Sp( 1) x Sp(1) where the two copies of Sp(1) act on ni and trivially 
on of respectively. It is clear that K c (Ks)~, thus (N, (. , .)s) is a commutative space by 
Proposition 3.17. 0 
Corollary 5.7. The modijed H-type groups (N, (. , .)s) of class 2 = 1 + 1 + 1 with arbitrary 
tl and of class 2 = 1 + 1 + 5 with dim n = 8 are commutative spaces which are not weakly 
symmetric. 
Proof. See Proposition 5.5 and Proposition 5.6. 0 
Proposition 5.8. Any commutative modi$ed H-type group is a Riemannian go. space. 
Proof. Same as the proof in [27] for H-type groups. For alternative proofs of [27, Lemma 2 
and Lemma 31 see [2]. 0 
We will prove in Theorem 5.10 that the groups in Theorem 3.23, Proposition 5.4 and Propo- 
sition 5.6 are all the Riemannian g.o. spaces in the class of modified H-type groups. 
Proposition 5.9. Let (N, (. , .)) be an H-type group and let (N, (. , .)s) be the modi$ed H- 
type group corresponding to the positive definite transformation S on (a, (. , .)). We denote by 
{ Ja)aca the transformations dejned in (2) corresponding to (N, (. , .)) . 
(i) (N, (. , .)) is a Riemannian go. space if and only iffor a single a0 E 2 andfor any x E o 
there exists A E f2 such that Ax = Ja,x and Aao = 0. 
(ii) (N, (. , .)s) is a Riemannian g.o. space if and only if for any x + a E n with x E 1? and 
a E 2, there exists A E Is such that Ax = J,x and Aa = 0 (where ts denotes the Lie algebra 
of Ks). 
(iii) Zf (N, (. , .)s) is a Riemannian g.o. space then so is (N, (. , .)). 
(iv) If (N, (. , .) s) is a Riemannian g. o. space then dim Ks 3 dim 2. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 3.6 it suffices to prove that for any a E 2, x E n, there exists B E e 
such that Bx = Jax, Ba = 0. Since Spin(a ) c K (see Section 2), for any a E 2 there exists 
T E K such that Tao = a, where a0 is a fixed element in 2. If x E n then there exists A E B 
such that AT-lx = J,,T-‘x and Aa0 = 0. We put B = TAT-’ (E P), thus Bx = J,x and 
Ba = 0 (see (3)). 
(ii) We have that (N, (. , .)s) is a g.o. space if and only if for all x E n, a E 3, there exists 
A E ts such that Ax = Jix and Aa = 0. Since J,” = Jsc, for any a E 2 and AI,S = SAI, 
we obtain that (N, (. , .)s) is a Riemannian g.o. space if and only if for all x E u, a E 2, there 
exists A E es such that Ax = JsUx and ASa = 0. This concludes the proof of (ii). 
(iii) Since I!, c t, the proof follows from (ii). 
(iv) Let {at, . . . , a,} be a basis of 3 and x E u a fixed nonzero element. By (ii) for each 
j = I,..., m there exists A,j E fts such that A,ix = Ja,x. We will prove that {Al, . . . , A,) is 
a linearly independent subset of e.y. Suppose that ~~‘=, JLjA, = 0, thus 
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0 = xE.iAt.~ = CE.jJ,,,.r = J/,.X. 
;=r j=l 
with t7 = C’i’=, hia,. This implies that ~~~~, AjUj =: 0 and thus jL, = 0 for any ,i = I. m. 
n 
Theorem 5.10. A ttwdiYed H-type group (N ~ (. . .).y) is a Riettmmim g.o. spccc~r $cmd or71\ 
(fit hrlmgs to one of the,fi,llowing classes (see Notcrtiott 5.2 1. 
3= I. arbitrary n; 3 = 5. dim n = 8: 
*_ 3 - 2, >. 3 = 6. dim n = 8: 
3=1+1. I> 3=1+5. dimo = 8: 
3 =3. >’ 3 =7. dimn = 8. 16. 24 
3=1+2. 3) isotypic, b: 
,j=1+1+1. ” 3=1+6. dim tl = 8: 
3=2+5. dimo = 8: 
3 = I + 1 +S. dimn = 8. 
Proof. lJsing Theorem 3.23, Proposition 5.4, Proposition 5.6, Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 5.X 
wc obtain that all modified H-type groups in the theorem are Riemannian g.o. spaces. thus it 
is suffices to prove that any other can not be such. 
By Proposition 5.9(iii), (iv), we have to check only the modified H-type groups (N, (. , .) \ 1 
with (N. (. . .)) listed in Theorem 3.23 and dim es 3 dimj. If K is the isotropy group of an H- 
type group (N, (. , .)) and U is the subgroup of K that acts trivially on 3, then dim K = dim 1J + 
dimO(m), wherem = dim3 (seeLemma2.3).Thus,if (N. (. , .).$) isofclassj = tnI t.. ,-tttt, 
we have thatdim TV’, = dim U+dimO(mr)+. . .+dimO(m,-) (seeTheorem4.2(iii)). Now, using 
that dim I/ = 1 for dim 3 = 5 and dim u = 8, dim I/ = 0 when dim 3 = 6 and dim u = X. and 
that dim U = k - 1 when dim 3 = 7, dim u = 8k and D isotypic (see [28]), it is easy to determine 
which classes of modified H-type groups (N, (. , .)J.) with (N, (. . .)) in Theorem 3.23 satisfy 
dim KS 3 dimj. Besides the ones stated in the theorem, there are the following 
3=1+4. dimo = 8; a? =2+3, dim n = 8; 
3=3+3. dim n = 8; ~=1+2+4. dim n = 8. 16. 23; 
3=1+1+4. dimn=8; ;j=1+3+3. dimo = 16, 24: 
3=l+6. dime = 16, 24: 5=2+2+3. dim n = 24: 
3=2+5. dimn = 16,24; 3=1+1+1+4. dimo=l6.24: 
3x3+4, dim D = 8, 16,24: ,j = 1 + 1 + 2 + 3. dim n = 24: 
3=1+1+5. dim TV = 16.24. 
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WC will prove the theorem by disproving the condition of Riemannian g.o. space case by 
case. We shall use without any further comment the characterization in Proposition 5.9(ii). 
3 = 1 + 4, dim o = 8: Let 3 = 31 @ 32 be the orthogonal decomposition into eigenspaces of 
S with dim 3 1 = 1 and dim 32 = 4. Suppose that the corresponding (N, {. , .)s) is a Riemannian 
g.o. space. Thus for all x E tl and a E 32, there exists A E es such that Ax = J,x and Aa = 0. 
We define the Lie algebra ii = II @ 32 with Lie bracket p o [. , .I, where p : n ---+ n is the 
orthogonal projection and [. , .] is the Lie bracket in n. 
Since Aa2 c 32 we have that A/s E es, where & is the Lie algebra of the isotropy group of 
the corresponding group (N, (. , .)s[~~~). This implies that the H-type group with dim3 = 4 
and dim TV = 8 is a g.o. space, which is a contradiction by Theorem 3.23. 
3 = 2 + 3, dim D = 8: Let 3 = 31 $ 32 be as in the above case and suppose that the 
corresponding (N, (*, .}s) is a Riemannian g.o. space. We fix a~ E 31 - {0}, thus for any 
x E tt there exists A E P, such that Ax = JtlOx and Aa* = 0. Using Proposition 5.9, (i), we 
can prove anologously to the case above that the group (??, (+ , s)~/nxii) is a g.o. space, where 
ii = t_~ 6B E&Q CB 32. This is a contradiction by Theorem 3.23. 
The proofs in the another cases are the same as in one of the above cases. This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. El 
Corollary 5.11. A modi$ed H-type group is a weakly symmetric space if and only if it is a 
Riemannian g.o. space except for the classes 
3 = 1 + 1 + 1, arbitrary 0; 
3=1+1+5, dimo=8; 
3 = 7, dim u = 24, isotypic D. 
Corollary 5.12. A modijied H-type group is a commutative space if and only ifit is a Rie- 
rna~~~~a~ g.0. space e~~~eptfor the class 
3 = 7, dimu = 24, isotypic D. 
In [ 181 it is proved that any If-type group is a D’Atri space. An alternative proof can be 
found in [5]. 
Theorem 5.13. Any modified H-type group is a D’Atri space. 
Proof.. Let (N, (- , .}s) be a modified H-type group. It is enough to consider the geodesic 
symmetry i3 through the identity. For a normal neighborhood U of e we take the function 
t: : exp-‘(U) ----+ exp-‘(U) such that Q(expx) = exp Cx for any x E exp-‘(U). Since the 
Riemannian volume element defines a Haar measure on N and N is nilpotent, it must be the 
image under dexp-’ of the euclidean volume element of (n, (. , ‘),y). Therefore it is enough to 
show that C preserves the latter (up to sign) in a neighborhood of 0. 
We now calculate C. Let v be the geodesic in (N, {. , -)s) with y(O) = e and y’(O) = xo+ao, 
where xg E u and no E 3. It is proved in Proposition 4.3 that v(r) = exp (x(r) + a(f)) with 
It is clear that exp X(x( 1) + a( 1)) = a( 1) where u is the geodesic in (N, (. , .)s) with a(O) =: t 
and ~‘(0) = -~0 - n(j. thus X(x( 1) + u( 1)) = X’ + a’ where 
It then follows that 
- C(x + n) = e-J~s+x + a V.r +a E exp-‘(C/I. (171 
We will prove that a() depends only on 1x1 and a. Let ,Y E u with I!>1 = /XI. Since (I - 
cos ( ISq~ I))/1 Sql’ . Js~,,~ + sin ISaal/l Saol . I is a multiple of an orthogonal transformation 01 
(u. {. . .)s), there exists v() E n such that 1~01 = [,~a[ and (1 - cos (ISau/))/ISaoj' . .J,~,,,,Jc~ + 
sin (fl~~~~~~)/l~~~~~~ ‘y(t = J. This implies that if y is the geodesic with y(O) = L”, y’(O) = .Q,+u~ 
and y( 1) = x -t a, then the geodesic u with a(O) = e and a’(O) = _~()+no satisfy ~(1) = x-i-cr 
This means that the element a() that appears in (13) depends only of /s I and ~1. 
Thus 
for certain function /I : R x3 ----+ 3. Now, for each fixed cf E 3,thefunctionx ----+ -E(.Y+Q) = 
e .Jfl, $ ,/ .x acts orthogonally on each sphere of u around 0. Furthermore -C Ij = I. 
We shall prove that any function with these properties must preserve (up to sign) the euclidean 
volume element of (N, (- , .)s) . We take in n II: D @3 polar coordinates (h, CT, a) with h f $2 (), 
ci E n. /cf / = I and a E 3. A function having such properties must be of the form 
,f‘(h.o. a) = (h, A(h,a)o.a) v h E rR>(). Cl E 3. 
with 4th, (1) E O(u, (. , .)s). It is easy to check that in a suitable basis 
thus det (d.f’)cJ,.n.o, = fl. This proves that t: preserves the euclidean volume element 01 
(hf. (, . -).y) up to sign. q 
In the following table we summarize the results in this section, giving a complete classification 
of the modified N-type groups which belong to each one of the following types of symmetric- 
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like Riemannian spaces: naturally reductive spaces, weakly symmetric spaces, commutative 
spaces, Riemannian g.o. spaces and D’Atri spaces. 
Class 
3 = 1. 
3 = 2. 
3=1+1, 
3 = 3, 
3 = 3, 
3=1+2. 
3=1+1+ 
3 = 5, 














3 = 7, isot. n, dim u = 16 
3 =7, isot. u, dimu = 24 













































































(see Notation 5.2 for the definition of class). Using Theorem 4.2(ii), it is easy to see that the 
modified H-type groups of class 3 = m I +. . . + 172, are parametrized, up to isometry, by the set 
(h, > .,. >h, >O:h; EIW). 
Remark 5.14. We should note that the proofs given in this section do not provide alternative 
proofs for Theorems 3.22-3.25 (H-type groups). Moreover, these results and some techniques 
in their proofs were used to obtain Theorem 5.1, 5.10, Corollary 5.11, 5. I2 and Theorem 5.13 
(modified H-type groups). 
6. An application 
In this section we will describe the Riemannian g.o. spaces (N, (. , .)) with dim3 = 2 (see 
Theorem 6.1). We note that the nilpotent Lie groups endowed with a left-invariant metric that 
appear in the classification of Riemannian g.o. spaces of dimension 6 6 (see [24]) are all 
modified H-type groups. 
Let (N, {. , .)) be a 2-step nilpotent Lie group with dim 3 = 2 and suppose that (N. i. . .) I 
is a Riemannian g.o. space. If n = 3 @ TV with u = 3’, we take any orthogonal decomposition 
D = nl CD.. .@n,- such that J3 = {JC,}C,tj acts irreducibly on each U, Note that [D, . n, 1 = 0 f’or all 
i f,j.Weconsiderthegroups(N;.(.,.);)withLiealgebran, =3@n,and(.;), = (,..;I,, ,!,. 
We next prove. using Theorem 3.6, that the groups (N,. (. . .),) are Riemannian g.o. spaces 
too. It‘ (I E 3 - (0) and .Y E 17; then there exists A E P = Derin) n so(n. (. .)) such that 
i\(r = 0 and A.\- = J,,_\-. Since dim3 = 2 we have that Aii E 0 and then A.J,, = _/,,A lOr an? 
I) E 3 (see (4) ). Thus A preserves the subspace 117, of n; ieneruted by (.I,,, ./,, .I- : (1. E .i). 
C‘learly m; is J,-invariant and nonzero. hence m, = n, and then A preserves n,. Now. using 
that the maps J6 corresponding to (N, ~ (. . .);I coincide \+ith ./,,l,,, and (4). it is eas?’ 10 \cc 
tl1at A I,,, E t, = Der(n,) f3 so(n,. (. , .);I and thus (N,. (. . .), 1 is a Ricmannian 2.o. xpa~e h\ 
7U~eorem 3.6. 
If [D,. n, 1 # 3 then dim [n;, D, ] = 1, and since t?, is irreducible we obtain that N, 2 X K HI 
w here H: denotes the j-dimensional Heisenberg group (i.e.. dim n, = 211. We note that the 
~IOLII) !F: x H.1 can be endowed. up to conformal equivalence (see Remark 5.3). with ;I \lniquc 
Ictft-invariant metric (see 125 1). 
If ID,. \7, ] =: 3 then the group (N,, (. , .);) is isometric to a 6-dimensional modified H-type 
go-oup (i.e.. dim b, = 4). We will prove the last statement. Let LI be a fixed nonLcro elcmeni 
in 3. By Theorem 3.6. for each .Y E n; there exists A, E P, such that A, j3 = 0 and A,.\- = .I;, t 
Since A, commutes with Jj and r~, is J,-irreducible we ha\e ,If = w(.t-) I for some cu(.\-) E ‘2. 
This implies that 
J,f.z- = ./,,A ,.Y = A \ Jc,_u = Af.r = u(.v) I V .\- E ~7,. 
and hence Jlf 1 u, = A.(N)/ for some )L(LI) E IX Thus (N,. (. . ,);) is a modified H-type !q~l) 
(\ee Definition 4.1) with dim 3 = 2, since o, is J,-irreducible the dimension of D, must he 1. 
Conversely. let (N. (. . .)) be a 2-step nilpotent Lie group with dim3 = 2 and suppose that 
there exists an orthogonal decomposition D = ul @ C$ D,. with D; J,-irreducible for all i and 
kuch that if In,, tl; I = 3 then the corresponding group (N,. (. . .), ) is a 6-dimunsional modifictl 
H-type group. We will use Theorem 3.6 to prove that (N. (, , -)) is a Riemannian g.o. space. 
I& tl E 3 - (0) and .t- = _rl + + _t-, E n with _te, E II,. Since the groups (N,. (. . ‘1, ) arc 
isometric to iX x Hi or are modified H-type groups of clan j = 2 or j = I -t 1, it follows I’ronl 
Theorem 5. IO that the groups (N; . (. , .), ) are Riemannian Lc. (7 o. spaces. So we have that for each 
J = 1 . . r there exists A, E &i such that A, Ii se 0 and A,.\-, = ,IC,_~, (note that J/> ~= ,/,>i,, I‘ot 
any h E 3). We then take A E so(n. (. . .)) defined by Ai3 = 0 and Al,, = A,. Iising t-l) it ie, 
easy lo see that A E t?. furthermore 
A.v = A.\-, + + Ax,. = A ,x, + -- A,-_Y, = ,I(,.\-, + + .I,,.u,. = J,,.\-. 
and hence (N, (. . .) 1 is a Riemannian g.o. space. Thus we have proved the following result 
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Any 2-step nilpotent Lie group in the above theorem may be constructed as follows: 
6.2. We take (N;, (. , .)i) , i = 1,. . . , r, 2-step nilpotent Lie groups, each one isometric to the 
3-dimensional Heisenberg group or to a 6-dimensional modified H-type group. If ni = bi @ ni 
we take monomorphisms @i : Ji + 2, where 2 is any fixed 2-dimensional vector space. We 
define the 2-step Lie algebra n = 2 @ ni @ . . @ o, having Lie bracket 
1x3 Yl = $i[X, Yli v X, Y E Di3 
[a, Oil = 0 V i, 
[tli, Dj] = 0 Vi#j? 
where [. , .]i denotes the Lie bracket of ni . If N is the simply connected Lie group having Lie 
algebra n we endow N with the left-invariant metric determined by the inner product (. , .), 
which is defined by (. , .)]O,X,, = (. , .)i, (ui, nj) = 0 for all i # j, (3, Oi) = 0 for all i and 
(. , .) Id is arbitrary. We then obtain, by Theorem 6.1, a Riemannian g.o. space (N, (. , .)) . 
The above construction may be realized for 2-step nilpotent Lie groups in general, and is 
a kind of “amalgamated product” for 2-step nilpotent Lie groups. Note that the resulting algebra 
n depends in general on the maps +i : ai - 2. For example, the derived algebra [n, n] is the 
vector subspace of 2 generated by {@i (bi) : i = 1, . . . , Y}, thus if dim di -C dim 2 for all i may 
occur that [n, n] = 2 or [n, n] # 3 depending of the choice of the maps #i. The following 
proposition shows that the choice of c#+ is crucial although dim 2 = dim ai for all i . The proof 
follows by using basics tools of H-type groups. 
Proposition 6.3. Let (IV,, (. , .)I) and (N2, (. , .)2) be 6-dimensional H-type groups. We take 
the 2-step nilpotent algebra n constructed as in 6.2 for a 2-dimensional vector space 2 and 
monomorphisms $i : ~i + 3, i = 1, 2. Thus n is an H-type algebra (see Dejinition 2.2) if 
and only if&‘@, : (a~, (. , .) I) --+ (j2, (. , .)2) is an isometry (up to scaling). 
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